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Mississippi reaches vaccine milestone,
remains among least vaccinated
CARRY-ON, JERRION
Sports writer Owen
Pustell breaks down
Jerrion Ealy in the first of
many NFL evaluations.
SEE PAGE 8
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Nearly two years into
the COVID-19 pandemic,
Mississippi has reached
a milestone with 50%
of residents being fully
vaccinated, according to
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
The vaccine, which has

been available to the public
for almost a year, has been
instrumental in slowing
the spread of the virus and
lessening the likelihood of
severe illness for those who
experience
breakthrough
cases. Despite this, the state
remains among the least
vaccinated in the country.
While 50% of Mississippi
residents
are
fully

vaccinated — two doses of
the vaccine — and 58% have
at least one dose, 64% of
people are fully vaccinated
nationwide and 75% have
received at least one dose as
of Feb. 1, according to the
CDC.
The vaccine is currently
available to most of the
population. Anyone five
years of age or older is

eligible to receive the Pfizer/
BioNTech vaccine. Moderna
is recommended to all those
18 years of age or older,
and the single dose vaccine,
Johnson & Johnson, is also
available to those 18 years
or older. Everyone 12 years
or older is eligible for the
Pfizer/BioNTech
booster,
and those 18 years or older
are eligible for the Moderna

SEE VACCINE PAGE 3

UM HOSTS A MONTH
OF CELEBRATION FOR
BLACK HISTORY
Black History Month is
in full swing and the
University of Mississippi
will be hosting many
events throughout the
month to celebrate.
SEE PAGE 4

Five Mississippi HBCU’s receive bomb threats
RABRIA MOORE

thedmnews@gmail.com

Five historically Black
colleges
and
universities
(HBCUs)
in
Mississippi
received
bomb
threats
Tuesday morning, resulting
in a series of lockdowns and
shelter-in-place orders.
Jackson State University
and Tougaloo College in
Jackson,
Alcorn
State
University in Lorman, Rust
College in Holly Springs
and Mississippi Valley State
University in Itta Bena were
among the institutions that
received threats.
All
five
Mississippi
campuses
subsequently
issued all-clear alerts, saying
the threats were not deemed
credible. The colleges and
universities
said
normal
campus
operations
with
increased law enforcement
would resume on Feb. 2.
The FBI has identified at
least five persons around the

country, all juveniles, who are
suspected of making the calls.
These threats, for some
students,
have
been
a
reminder of how African
Americans are treated in
society.
“The threat and bombings
of Black spaces has always
been a tactic of white
supremacy over the years,”
one Jackson State student
said. “All of this is indicative
of how much further there is
to go and (how) little we are
looked upon and protected.”
U.S.
Rep.
Bennie
Thompson, chairman of the
Committee on Homeland
Security, said he has “engaged
with the FBI and DHS
(Department of Homeland
Security) about these threats
to HBCUs” and is “committed
to working with HBCU leaders
to get them the answers they
IMAGE COURTESY: 2C2K PHOTOGRAPHY VIA WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
deserve.”
Tougaloo College was one of five historically Black colleges and universites in Mississippi to receive bomb
“The spate of bomb

SEE HBCU PAGE 2

threats on Feb. 1.
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HBCU

continued from page 1
threats against historically
Black
colleges
and
universities in recent days
is incredibly disturbing and
disheartening,”
Thompson
said. “These bomb threats
against HBCUs deserve a full
investigation,
particularly
given the dynamic terrorism
threat landscape.”
Many of these threats
came on the first day of Black
History Month, a fact that has
been mentioned by students,
parents and alumni on social
media. Mississippi Today
reported a comment made by
the President of the National
Association
of
Diversity
Officers in Higher Education
calling the bomb threats “one
of the clearest examples of
hate crimes based on race.”
“HBCUs
across
the
country are receiving bomb
threats on the first day of
Black History Month. This is
some kind of messed up,” one
Alcorn State alumnus said.

Speaking of the bomb
threats
against
HBCUs,
Mississippi State Rep. Zakiya
Summers said in a tweet,
“This is extremely unsettling.
I hope the authorities find
whomever is responsible for
these dangerous attacks.”
One
student
recalled
a bomb threat reported
during his freshman year at
Mississippi Valley State.
“It wasn’t funny. It was
actually scary. I remember
seeing
the
FBI
and
Mississippi Highway coming
on campus and asking us
to leave,” he said. “Sending
prayers for all the students at
these HBCUs.”
Although this is the first
report of Mississippi HBCUs
receiving these threats, at
least eight HBCUs reported
bomb threats earlier this
year: Spelman College, the
University of Arkansas at
Pine Bluff, Florida Memorial
University,
Howard
University, Norfolk State
University, North Carolina
Central University, Prairie
View A&M University and
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Alcorn State University was one of five historically Black colleges and universities in Mississippi to receive
bomb threats on Feb. 1.
Xavier University.
Other HBCUs across the
country have also received
bomb threats over the past
two days: Coppin State
University and Morgan State
University
in
Baltimore,

Maryland; Kentucky State
University
in
Frankfort,
Kentucky; Fort Valley State
University in Fort Valley,
Georgia; Spelman College
in Atlanta, Georgia; Howard
University in Washington,

D.C.; Xavier University in
New Orleans; the University
of the District of Columbia,
Van Ness campus; and
Edward Waters University in
Jacksonville, Florida.

“Poodles Pack the Pavilion” to
support Ole Miss WBB
RABRIA MOORE

thedmnews@gmail.com

The Southeast Region of
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority,
Incorporated
purchased
100 tickets to the Ole Miss
Women’s Basketball game
against No. 15 Georgia on
Sunday to support the team
and the sorority’s members,
Coach Yolett McPhee-McCuin
and Mimi Reid.
Sigma Gamma Rho was
founded by seven educators at
Butler University in 1922 and
is the youngest of the Divine
Nine Black sororities. The
sorority, whose mascot is the
poodle, is headquartered in
Cary, North Carolina, and has
more than 100,000 members
in 500 chapters, including
chapters in Bermuda, Belize,
Dubai, the Bahamas and
South Korea. The sorority will
celebrate its centennial year in
November.
“We’re
coming
from
several states within the
Southeast region,” Scenario
Jones, Programs Chair for the
Southeast Region of Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority, said.
“Our support is not just for
Coach Yo and Mimi, but for
the entire Ole Miss Women’s
basketball team.”

In a previous tweet, Coach
Yo spoke about the 14,000
South Carolina Gamecocks
fans who were in attendance
and how it played a role in
leading the Gamecocks to a
victory, calling it a home court
advantage.
“We need butts in the seats
on Sunday at 2pm against
another ranked opponent!
IT MATTERS! We need to
protect the Home Court! Come
support your 5-2 Rebs!!” she
wrote in the tweet.
Members of her sorority
showed up to do just that,
cheer her team on and provide
them with that same home
court advantage.
“You have to be actionable
and tangible,” Jones said. “If
we say we’re an organization
that is about sisterhood,
scholarship,
and
service,
then we show up in a big
way (because) our physical
presence is needed.”
Although members of the
sorority were there to support
the team, it was especially
important to “show up” for
two of its own members. Jones
described Coach Yo, referred
to as Soror McCuin within
the organization, as a “longstanding, vested member for
years who has shown herself to

REDUCE
REUSE
RECYCLE

be sisterly and a spokesperson
for women.”
“One of the things I say
she brings to the organization
is
that
commitment
to
mentorship and the belief in
her motto of, ‘No ceilings,’”
Jones said.
It is not just what Coach Yo
brings to the organization that
her sorority is proud of, but
also her “niche for developing
young girls into young women
and her commitment to the
sorority’s goal of educating,
influencing and inspiring”
them, according to Jones.
“Look at her and Mimi’s
relationship,” Jones said. “The
relationship they’ve built over
the course of the years is a
testament to her personality
and her influence on our
sisterhood.”
Reid joined the organization
in the fall of 2021, and she is
appreciative of the support her
sorority has shown her since
her initiation.
“They immediately brought
me into the sisterhood with
open arms and showed me so
much love,” Reid said. “Seeing
the sea of royal blue and gold
walk through the stands was a
beautiful sight.”
Jones referred to her as
“an amazing young talent

HG BIGGS / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

University of Mississippi center Shakira Austin dribbles up the court
during a game against Georgia on Jan. 30. Members of the Southeast
Region of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Incorporated purchased 100
tickets to support the Ole Miss Women’s Basketball team.

who is strong-willed and very
determined.”
“What she brings is that
full, dynamic circle of a
student athlete who’s a part of
a service organization,” Jones
said. “That says a lot to other
young ladies who want to be
athletic and also want to be
affiliated with a Divine Nine
Organization.”
Knowing
that
she
represents the intersection of
a student athlete and a Greek
member is a huge deal to Reid

because she shows that it is
possible, while also showing
the importance of sisterhood
within and outside of sports.
“I have different platforms
with different audiences so
being able to be seen in both
lights is a big deal for me
because my sorority supports
me as an athlete as well as
a soror,” she said. “I’m just
grateful to have my wonderful
sorors.”
In the end, Ole Miss fell to
Georgia 52-62.
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VACCINE

continued from page 1
booster.
Even with the wide
vaccine availability and
broad vaccine eligibility,
there are a number of
reasons why Mississippi
has yet to catch up in the
race to immunize ourselves
against the virus. Kayla R.
Strover, associate professor
of Pharmacy Practice at the
University of Mississippi
School of Pharmacy, and
David
Cretella,
clinical
pharmacy specialist and
lead pharmacist of the
Antimicrobial Stewardship
Program at the University
of
Mississippi
Medical
Center, explained some of
the nuances that account for
the low rate of vaccination
in our state.
“There are likely many
complex reasons that are
difficult to unwind. For
some, it is hesitancy about
the safety of the vaccines,”
they said. “The available

vaccines are safe. More than
200 million Americans are
fully vaccinated and more
than 500 million doses have
been given.”
For those who are
worried the vaccine may
have an adverse effect
on them, Strover and
Cretella emphasized that
it is incredibly rare for the
vaccine to have any serious
adverse effects.
“Most adverse events
are not serious and resolve
within a few days. An AMA
survey found that 96% of
practicing doctors were
fully
vaccinated.
They
aren’t
recommending
something they wouldn’t do
themselves,” they said.
They also point to
the politicization of the
pandemic and how that
has contributed to vaccine
skepticism in our state
and across the country.
Nationally,
vaccination
status tends to fall along
party lines, with counties
that voted for former
President Donald Trump
in the 2020 election being

more likely to have low rates
of immunization.
“A number of people
have let COVID-19 vaccine
skepticism become part
of their political beliefs.
Both
former
president
Donald Trump and current
president
Joe
Biden
have received the MRNA
COVID-19 vaccines and
the same is true for leaders
in Congress,” Strover and
Cretella said. “The virus will
not discriminate based upon
your political orientation,
and there is no reason to
forgo a safe and effective
vaccine to make a political
statement.”
The low vaccine rate is
not without consequence,
as Strover and Cretella
explain. Mississippi has
experienced more severe
COVID-19 waves with both
Omicron and Delta.
“The vaccines are most
effective
at
preventing
severe
disease
and
hospitalization related to
COVID-19,” they said. “Our
state’s low vaccine rate
means that we experience

more severe waves of
COVID-19
infection,
possibly leading to crises at
local hospitals.”
In August 2021, Oxford’s
Baptist Memorial HospitalNorth Mississippi declared a
state of internal emergency
to cope with the high volume
of COVID-19 cases Lafayette
County was experiencing
due to the Delta variant.
Strover and Cretella, too,
recount the difficult time
they experienced during the
Delta wave and now during
Omicron.
“During the summer
with the Delta variant,
we were forced to open a
field hospital in the garage
outside of UMMC Jackson
and now with Omicron.
It is why Mississippi was
initially very low on the
COVID-19 deaths per-capita
list initially but has caught
up to some of the worst early
hit states like New York and
New Jersey,” they said.
The
Mississippi
Department
of
Health
reported 5,940 new cases of
COVID-19 and 126 deaths

on Feb. 2. Seven days earlier
on Jan. 26, the health
department reported 6,596
new cases and 19 deaths.
Slowly, positivity rates
have begun to decline but
deaths, which have been
shown to be a lagging
indicator, are on the rise.
Mississippi appears to be
on the declining side of the
Omicron wave. However,
with the threat of a new
variant is ever-looming.
Strover and Cretella
urge everyone who is able
to get vaccinated. Though
the vaccine is less effective
at
preventing
Omicron
infection compared to other
variants, it is effective
at
preventing
serious
illness. Additionally, they
encourage
vaccinated
individuals to get boosted
if it has been five months
since initial vaccination to
restore protection against
serious illness.
“Ultimately, the best
thing you can do to protect
yourself and your community
is to be vaccinated against
COVID-19,” they said.

2022 Elsie M. Hood Award nominations open
MARY BOYTE

thedmnews@gmail.com

As the Ole Miss campus
returns to its routine following the
winter break, the time-honored
Elsie M. Hood award returns
alongside it. Nominations for the
2022 Elsie M. Hood award are
open and will be accepted until
March 1.
The Elsie M. Hood award has
been recognizing outstanding
associate, assistant and full
professors since 1966. According
to Matthew Reysen, the chair
of the Elsie M. Hood award
committee, the purpose of the
award is to “recognize and reward
superior teaching here at Ole
Miss.”
Recent
winners
include
Patrick Alexander, Matthew
Reysen, John Young, Ann
Monroe, John Rimoldi and John
Czarnetzky, all of whom continue
to teach at Ole Miss.
Each year, students and fellow
faculty members may nominate
an eligible professor. Winners
receive a prize of $5,000 and the
honor of having their name added
to the past recipients on a plaque
in the chancellor’s office.

Students and faculty can
submit
their
nominations
through an online form or by
emailing
chancellor@olemiss.
edu. The online form provides a
list of eligible professors. With
either method, nominations must
include a letter stating why the
professor deserves to receive the
award. Letters should include
examples of exceptional teaching.
In the fall of 1965, the faculty
senate proposed the idea of
the Elsie M. Hood Award to
Chancellor J.D. Williams. A
committee was formed to review
nominations, and the ﬁrst
recipient received their award
in the spring semester of the
same academic year. Today,
the committee includes eight
previous recipients, a student
representative and the director of
Alumni Affairs.
Reysen reflected on how
difficult it can be to choose one
recipient out of several wonderful
candidates.
“There are a number of
outstanding instructors here at
the university, which makes it
difficult to select a single winner
each year,” he said.
The difficulty found in the

selection process is evidence of
the careful consideration the
committee takes each year when
selecting an appropriate winner.
“Some factors that previous
winners share is a track record of
outstanding teaching as evidenced
by an analysis of student teaching
evaluations and nominations for
the award,” Reysen said.
Reysen is hopeful that this
year’s winner will not be an
exception and expressed his
appreciation for those who take
the time to nominate professors.
“We very much appreciate
the time and effort that goes into
nominating a deserving candidate
for the award and are excited to
have the opportunity to review
this year’s nominations,” he said.
Winners
are
typically
announced during the Honors
and
Awards
Convocation
ceremony in the spring.
Previous
winners
include:
Kelly G. Wilson, psychology,
2010
Ethel Young-Minor, English,
2011
John O’Haver, chemical
engineering, 2012
William Berry, law center,

IMAGE COURTESY: UMPR

2013
Ann Fisher-Wirth, English,
2014
Bob Brown, political science,
2015
John Czarnetzky, law center,
2016
John Rimoldi, biomolecular

sciences, 2017
Ann
Monroe,
teacher
education, 2018
John Young, psychology, 2019
Matthew Reysen, psychology,
2020
Patrick Alexander, English/
African American Studies, 2021
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UM hosts a month of celebration for Black history
BRITTANY KOHNE

thedmnews@gmail.com

The
University
of
Mississippi will host many
events in celebration of Black
History Month from February
to March.
With years of persistence
and drive from many Black
leaders, Black History Month
was changed from a week
to a month in 1976. Fast
forwarding to now, the UM
continues to spread Black
history to all of its students
by hosting events to create an
immersive environment.
South Talks will present
“We Endures,” which will
showcase the artwork of Nadia
Alexis in the Gammill Gallery
in Bernard Observatory from
5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m. on Feb.
10. The work focuses on
the enduring spirit of Black
women and how they exist in
conversation.
There will also be a Black
History
Month
keynote
speaker Feb. 16 at 6:00
p.m. at the Ole Miss Union
Ballroom.
The Black Student Union
will host their ninth annual

Black History Month Gala
on Friday Feb. 25 from 6:30
p.m.-10:00 p.m. at the Inn at
Ole Miss.
During the years of 2013
and 2014, BSU wanted to
implement formal recognition
for African American students
who dedicated their time to
create an inclusive campus
community.
Tickets will be available to
all students on the ForUM.
In addition to events,
UM’s
African
American
studies program received
an anonymous $100,000
donation to help students
who are pursuing education
in African American studies.
Fannie Lou Hamer is one
of the many Black leaders that
are celebrated this month.
Hamer was not only an
advocate for not only voting
rights, but she also created the
Freedom Farm and was the
co-founder of the Mississippi
Freedom Democratic Party.
The African American
Studies
Program
started
in 1970 due to the high
demand in educating and
acknowledging Black history.
Derrick
Harriell,
the

ILLUSTRATION: MICAH CRICK / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

acting director of the African
American Studies Program,
spoke about how important
the celebrations of Black
lives are to society and how
the African American Studies
Program fosters that belief.
“African American Studies
showcase the importance and
significance of race and the
resilience of Black people
in our classes and in the
brilliance of our students,”

Harriell said. “It is important
that we promote productive
dialogues, both in and
outside our classroom, that
contribute to the growth and
progress of our university and
larger communities.”
Harriell
reiterates,
however, that Black History
Month should not just be a
month of celebration, but
rather a core component to a
functioning society.

“That every month should
be Black History Month. I
say this jokingly, however,
one month isn’t enough time
to properly highlight all of
the important components
associated with the Black
American experience and
legacies of Black people
and their contributions to
the fabric of this country,”
Harriell said.

WANT THE EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME EVERY DAY?
Join our 2022-2023 student leadership team at the Student Media Center!

Applications are available for the following positions:
• The Daily Mississippian Editor-in-Chief
• NewsWatch Ole Miss Manager
• Rebel Radio Manager
Requirements:
• Previous Student Media Center Experience
• 2.5 GPA minimum
• Full-time student status
Positions are PAID!
Email studentmedia@gmail.com for applications or questions.
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Patrick Alexander continues to
inspire after Elsie M. Hood Award
MARY BOYTE

thedmnews@gmail.com

Patrick Elliot Alexander,
the 2021 recipient of the Elsie
M. Hood Award, continues to
lead a life based on his desire
to help students reach their
full potential.
On April 9, 2021, Alexander
accepted one of the highest
honors given to associate,
assistant and full professors
at Ole Miss. The Elsie M.
Hood
Award
recognizes
outstanding teaching on the
basis of student and faculty
nominations.
Candidates
are carefully considered by
a committee, and the winner
is announced during honors
ceremonies in the spring.
Alexander, an associate
professor of English and
African American studies,
continues to feel honored by
his selection.
“Receiving the Elsie M.
Hood Award was honestly a
deeply touching experience
because I care so much about
every student I have had
the privilege to teach and
mentor,” Alexander said.
“Undergraduate and graduate
students on the University of
Mississippi’s main campus
and the many incarcerated
UM students who I have
had the opportunity to teach
and learn from through the
Prison-to-College
Pipeline

Program.”
Before joining the UM
staff, Alexander had already
defined an inspiring path
based on his passion for
education. He co-founded
Stepping
Stones,
an
educational program in North
Carolina for incarcerated
students.
Furthering his work of
creating opportunities for
incarcerated
individuals,
Alexander worked with Dr.
Otis W. Pickett of Mississippi
College to create the Prisonto-College Pipeline Program.
The program, based on
campus, partners with Ole
Miss to help incarcerated
students pursue a college
degree.
Alexander and the team
at the Prison-to College
program also strive to bring
to light the positive impact
of educational programs in
imprisoned
communities.
They
publish
their
experiences as research in an
effort to raise awareness.
Alexander’s compassion
does not stop with his
students. He used his prize
money from the Elsie M. Hood
award to aid his parents’
medical needs. He attributes
a great part of his success to
their encouragement.
“I donated (the cash
prize) in full to my Hall of
Fame-worthy
parents
to

aid in their medical needs
given the number of health
challenges they have faced
during the past two years,”
Alexander said, “and also
because they were the first to
believe that I could positively
impact people’s lives through
teaching.”
Alexander
continues
to inspire students as an
associate professor of English
and
African
American
studies. This semester, he
offers his expertise in courses
including African American
Literature Survey to 1920 and
a course focusing on major
African American writers.
He believes that winning the
award has served to reinforce
his desire to continue his
outstanding teaching career.
“I must emphasize that
being honored with the
award has also reminded
me of my responsibility to
continue serving current
and future students well
through my love of teaching,”
Alexander said, “to continue
to remain passionate in
MCKENZIE RICHMOND / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
helping them get the most
“Lift your Voices” keynote speaker Patrick Alexander speaks about the
out
of
each
classroom
experience and to continue to importance of carrying on Martin Luther King Jr.’s mission at the Ole
spur on the kinds of learning Miss Student Union on Monday.
community interactions that
facilitate the fulfillment of
their educational goals and year, the committee is once submit their nominations
again looking for a worthy through myOleMiss or email
intellectual curiosities.”
chancellor@olemiss.edu.
Alexander sits alongside a recipient.
Nominations are open Nominations must include
growing list of extraordinary
professors who have won the for the 2022 Elsie M. Hood a letter with examples of
Elsie M. Hood award. This award and close March 1. superior teaching.
Students and faculty can

PROUD PARTNER
with OLE MISS DINING
Carryout Only
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2216 Jackson Ave W.
Oxford, MS 38655
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Rebel pair performs well at
the Lady Bulldog Invitational
AIDAN GALLARDO

thedmsports@gmail.com

The Ole Miss Women’s
Golf team took part in the
Lady Bulldog Invitational
this past weekend, with two
Rebels securing places in the
top 20.
Played at the University
Golf Course in Athens,
Georgia, the Lady Bulldog
Invitational hosted teams
such as Auburn, Western
Kentucky, Texas A&M, Rice,
Georgia, UAB and Ole Miss.
Freshman
McKinley
Cunningham led the Ole
Miss team and finished tied

for 12th at the end of the
tournament.
Cunningham
shot a 77 (+5) in the first
round and a 75 (+3) in the
second round. The 12th place
finish for Cunningham is her
new career-best, previously
in the Jackson T. Stephens
Cup she finished 18th.
Another
Rebel
that
played well during the
tournament was senior Ellen
Hutchinson-Kay, who shot
82 (+10) in round one and
a team-leading 72 (E) in the
second round. HutchinsonKay would end up finishing
tied for 17th in her 2021-22
season debut.
Other Rebels that took
part in the tournament were

freshman
Natacha
Host
Husted and freshman Maddie
May. Host Husted shot 76
(+4) in the first round and
80 (+8) in the second, which
gave her a spot tied for 22nd
at the tournament’s end. May
posted a 79 (+7) in round one
and 85 (+13) in the following
round to give her a spot tied
for 32nd.
It wasn’t the result
the team was hoping for
following a spectacular week
of golf where they finished in
third place during the spring
season opener at the Rapsodo
in the Desert tournament.
But, the Rebels hope
to come into their next
tournament strong which

PHOTO COURTESY: PETRE THOMAS / OLE MISS ATHLETICS

Ellen Hutchinson-Kay competes in the SEC Championship in Hoover,
Alabama on April 16, 2021.
will be at the Lamkin
Invitational held in Rancho
Santa Fe, California. The

two-day tournament will be
played from Feb. 14 to15 at
The Farms Golf Club.

No. 18 Rebels earn the season’s first ranked victory
over No. 22 Oklahoma
OWEN PUSTELL

thedmsports@gmail.com

A stunning comeback
performance
by
Finn
Reynolds
and
Lukas
Engelhardt set the tone as
the Ole Miss Men’s Tennis
Team handled business
against the No. 22 Sooners
in a tough early season test.
Reynolds
and
Engelhardt were down 4-1
early, but rallied back to win
the match 6-4 and secure a
point for the Rebels. A pair
of singles victories also
helped propel the Rebels to
victory as John Hallquist
Lithén pulled off a huge
upset by defeating No. 49
Mark Mandlik of Oklahoma,
and No. 28 Nikola Slavic
crushed No. 31 Mason
Beiler in the heavyweight
match of the night.
While the No. 18 Ole
Miss squad was technically
the favorite, winning in
such a dominant fashion
4-1 (with two matches

unfinished due to score)
was not expected. With
their next test being the
championship game against
North Carolina State, the
team should be seeing a
jump in the rankings with a
victory.
This win caps off a
perfect
Saturday
for
Ole Miss Tennis, as the
women’s team also scored
a 4-1 victory in semi-final
tournament play, setting
up an important Sunday for
the program.
Beating Oklahoma puts
the Rebels at 4-0, keeping
their perfect record intact.
This season looks to be an
impressive
bounceback
campaign after their 20202021 record was a mediocre
13-11.
Look for the Rebels
to enter SEC play hot on
March 6 as they open the
season at home against
Tennessee.

Full Results
Doubles
1. Finn Reynolds/Lukas
Engelhardt (OM) def. Alex
Martinez/Welsh
Hotard
(OU), 6-4
2.
Mark
Mandlik/
Baptiste Anselmo (OU) vs.
Nikola Slavic/Simon Junk
(OM), 5-4 (unfinished)
3.
John
Hallquist
Lithén/Jakob Cadonau def.
Mason Beiler/Nathan Han
(OU), 6-3
Singles
1. No. 28 Nikola Slavic
def. No. 31 Mason Beiler
(OU), 6-1, 6-2
2. Alex Martinez (OU)
def. No. 44 Finn Reynolds,
6-3, 6-3
3. John Hallquist Lithén
def. No. 49 Mark Mandlik
(OU), 6-3, 6-3
4. No. 54 Jordan Hasson
vs. Lukas Engelhardt, 7-6
(3), 2-3 (unfinished)
5. Simon Junk vs. Justin
Schlageter (OU), 6-2, 5-5
(unfinished)

JACOB SMITH / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

Lukas Engelhardt returns a shot during a match against Oklahoma on
Jan. 29.
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Ole Miss defeats No. 25 LSU 76-72
JANE ROB PANNELL

thedmsports@gmail.com

Ole Miss Men’s Basketball
pulled off a huge 76-72 win
on the road against No. 25
LSU on Tuesday, their first
win in Baton Rouge since
2013. The Rebels came out
hot
offensively,
shooting
65% from the field and 63%
from beyond the arc in the
first half, leading by as many
as 24 points against LSU’s
powerhouse defense. The
Tigers gained momentum
towards the end of the half
with a 13-2 run, cutting the
Rebel lead down to 13.
Ole Miss was led by
freshman
point
guard
Daeshun Ruffin with 19
points, 13 coming from the
first half. However, Ruffin left
the game due to a knee injury
with 12 minutes left. Soon
after, junior guard Austin
Crowley fouled out of the
contest, leaving the Rebels
without a point guard. With
over four minutes remaining,
Ole Miss did not make
another sub. The five Rebels
on the court — Matthew
Murrell, Tye Fagan, Luis
Rodriguez, Nysier Brooks and
Jaemyn Brakefield — showed
unbelievable resilience the
remainder of the matchup by
making the extra effort plays
that were necessary in getting
the win.
Ole
Miss
exhibited
the
definition
of
team
performance,
with
three
Rebels scoring in double
figures. Rodriguez had an
excellent showing, putting up
15 points and 12 rebounds,
his first double-double of the
season.
“(Rodriguez) that is the
best game he has played since
being at Ole Miss,” Head
Coach Kermit Davis said. “He
impacted a high-level game on
the road with his toughness.”
The Tigers chipped away
and came within two points,
but the Rebels never allowed
them to take the lead. One
of the biggest impacts of the
game was the Rebels free
throw shooting down the

HG BIGGS / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

University of Mississippi forward Luis Rodriguez drives past Kansas State
guard Luke Kasubke during a game on Jan. 29. The Rebels followed
up a victory over Kansas State with their first win in Baton Rouge since
2013.
stretch, knocking down a
solid 74% from the line.
LSU came up with a steal
with 75 seconds left and a
chance to tie it up or take the
lead, but Rodriguez made a
crucial diving play to secure
the ball back in the Rebels’
possession. He forwarded
the ball to Brooks, who was
fouled and sank two clutch
free throws to put the Rebels
up by four and secure the
Top-25 win.
“I don’t think I’ve ever
been more proud of our
locker room than I have right
there,” Davis said. “We knew
LSU would make a run, and
they had a great crowd here,

but just all of the things we
absorbed during that game:
Daeshun going down, Austin
fouls out and then Tye
(Fagan) and Matt (Murrell),
who hadn’t played point
guard all year long are playing
it against a pressing team. We
just found a way. It wasn’t
pretty at times, but gosh that
team competed and I’m just
so happy for them.”
Ole Miss will remain on
the road as they travel to
Gainesville for a matchup
against the Florida Gators
(13-8, 3-5 SEC) on Saturday
at 2:30 p.m. CST on SEC
Network.

DOMINO’S DOMINO’S
WEST & EAST - NEW
OLE MISS LOCATION!
CAMPUS OPEN NOW!
1603 WEST JACKSON AVENUE

1920 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
NEXT TO LARSONʼS CASH SAVER

662.236.3030 662.236.3844

SUN-WED 10:30 AM-2 AM
OPEN LATE! THURS-SAT
10:30 AM-3 AM

Welcome back, Rebs!
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NOW DRIVERS
HIRING

Earn $12-$18 per hour
Apply in person – 1603 W Jackson Ave
or 1920 University Ave
or online at jobs.dominos.com

Stay up to date on the campus recreaction spring schedule,
Stay Tuned forcampusrec.olemiss.edu
the Spring 2022 Intramural Sports Schedule

Turner Center Room 112
imsc@olemiss.edu
662.915.5573
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Carry-on, Jerrion
OWEN PUSTELL

thedmsports@gmail.com

This article marks the
beginning of a new series
highlighting the changing of
the guard in Rebel football.
I will be taking to the film in
order to watch, breakdown
and evaluate notable Ole
Miss athletes who have
either declared for the draft
or are transferring into the
program. It felt only fitting
to start this list with a
hometown hero, so our first
prospect will be none other
than Jackson Prep alum and
former 5-star recruit Jerrion
Ealy.
Stat Breakdown
RB

Listed H/W/P: 5’9”, 185,

Pro Comparison: Austin
Ekeler
In a Nutshell: Ealy is a
versatile back who threatens
defenses in the pass game
as well as on the ground.
Though his size may scare
some teams away in the
draft, his electric nature and
violent mindset make him an
intriguing prospect.
Strengths
Simply put, Ealy is a tough
tackle. He has a variety of
moves in his toolbox to break
or avoid tackles. His biggest
strength as a prospect is
how accurately he is able to
diagnose each situation and
find the best way to maximize
each run.
Ealy, like most backs,
is particularly keen on the
stiff arm, which he was able
to deploy quite effectively
on defensive backs when
turning the corner or running
through arm tackles at the
line of scrimmage. Ealy is a
very intelligent runner, and
while his arm length is a
concern, I am confident he
will continue his success with
the move in the NFL.
Unlike
most
power
rushers, Ealy sets his target
not on the facemask or chest
of the tackler, but on the
shoulder and elbow joints.
His goal is not to distribute a
devastating shove that sends
the defender careening into
a highlight reel, but rather
to take advantage of basic
human anatomy and force
the defender to bend their
arm. By giving a lighter
push to these regions, Ealy
allows himself not only to
keep his momentum, but also
takes away the ability of the

defender to wrap him up.
Most of Ealy’s game is
set on avoiding head on
contact, and while this may
seem obvious, please note
there are rushers like Snoop
Conner who are more likely
to succeed in a face-to-face
collision than trying to outrun
or out-maneuver a defender.
One of the most important
things for all running backs
is their footwork. Football
is a game of inches, and it
is crucial that each step is
maximized to give players
the acceleration or change of
direction needed to bust a big
play. In a nutshell, Ealy has
great feet. He is rarely caught
flat-footed, and is an expert
at keeping his legs driving
through contact.
The Rebels are primarily
a zone blocking team, which
means that there is not
a predetermined gap for
rushers to hit, and instead
FILE PHOTO: HG BIGGS / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
they must use their vision to
find whatever cutback lanes University of Mississippi running back Jerrion Ealy celebrates after scoring a touchdown during a game
open up. When drafted, this against LSU on Oct. 23, 2021.
is certainly the scheme that
he will end up in as he has
demonstrated his ability to caught flat footed in coverage would personally chalk that approach at running back,
find and accelerate through and give up leverage on up to the nature of zone runs which he deployed effectively
shorter routes.
mixed with a spotty offensive throughout his time in New
gaps.
line, there are those who England.
The
Ekeler
comparison
would say it is more an issue
Ealy has the ability to
does
not
come
with
a
promise
with his decision making.
The other obvious choice
shorten his steps without
that
he
will
perform
to
the
is
the
49ers. Although they
losing momentum, giving
spectacular
standards
of
the
Preview
seemingly
have an endless
him more time to make his
supply of running backs, stud
decision and more time for former undrafted rookie,
Personally, I have assigned speedster Raheem Mostert
a defender to expose their but their similar play styles
make
the
comparison
valid.
Ealy
an 87 overall prospect is set to hit free agency, and
gap by overcommitting. That
Both
players
have
the
grade.
This projects him to with the emergence of Elijah
trait is arguably his most
marketable, and it allows him ability to slip off tackles, be a second round value and Mitchell and Jeff Wilson,
to play with his mind instead smash through defenders or should be a contributor in it seems unwise to cash out
of his body and overcome challenge defense in the pass his first or second season as for the near 30 year old.
his physical shortcoming by game. If Ealy is to succeed at a pro. This puts him above Shanahan is the most famous
outsmarting defenses. His the next level, I expect him to players like James Cook user of the zone offense in the
footwork also sets the stage have a similar role to that of (83), Brian Robinson (77) NFL, and given that Wilson
for some filthy cuts and Ekeler as a undersized back and Hassan Haskins (81) and is a bruiser and Mitchell is
jukes, which have left plenty who runs with violence and cements him as one of the a balanced back, it seems
better running backs in the fitting that they would add a
of defenders on the ground finesse.
speedy option to give them
draft.
this past season. He is lethal
a three headed snake in
Weaknesses
when combining his stiff
the backfield. It would also
Schematically,
I
could
arm with a sharp jab step, a
make sense to pair soon to be
On
the
field,
Ealy
has
just
see
him
landing
on
the
combo that will be popular
second year quarterback Trey
one
true
weakness,
size.
At
just
Raiders
as
a
thunder/
with NFL scouts.
5’9” and 185 lbs., his stature lightning complement to Lance with another young
Finally, Ealy showcases will not be intimidating any Josh Jacobs. Here, he would back to develop chemistry
what
is
becoming
a NFL linebackers in the near play a third down role early with. In an offense loaded
requirement of NFL running future. The answer here in his career but certainly with versatility and talent,
backs:
receiving
talent. would be to put on weight, get legitimate playing time Ealy may not get the volume
With sharp route running but that could sacrifice all in order to give Jacobs rest. he would in other places,
and steady hands, Ealy has of the skills that make him Given the recent hire of Josh but he would certainly be
made it clear he can be an effective. In a world where McDaniels, expect Las Vegas effective.
effective third down back. Ealy does not pan out in to move to a more committee
His best downfield route the NFL, he would be easily
is without a doubt a wheel overwhelmed by tacklers and
from the backfield, where struggle to gain consistent
he showcases excellent zone yardage, relegating him to a
awareness paired with the gadget role instead of being
ability and courage to pull in a back who saw consistent
time.
Another
contested catches. His speed playing
potential
knock
on
Ealy
is the
and agility also makes him
a matchup nightmare for solid number of negative runs
linebackers, who are often he sustained in 2021. While I

reduce reuse Recycle
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Rifle team has record-breaking
weekend in West Point
DILLION CADER

thedmsports@gmail.com

The No. 5 Ole Miss Rifle
team won both of their
matches over the weekend in
West Point, New York. The
Rebels defeated the Army
Black Nights on Saturday,
Jan. 29, and the John Jay
College
Bloodhounds
on
Sunday, Jan. 30.
The Rebels put up a record
team score in their 4737-4676
victory over Army. Jillian
Zakrzeski had a career day for
the Rebels, tieing her careerhigh in smallbore and firing
score of 598 in air rifle, giving
her a total score of 1188.
Zakrzeski was one of
four Rebels to score 1180
or higher in the match. Lea

Horvath scored 1185, Kristen
Derting scored 1183 and Abby
Bruesseler scored 1181.
The Rebels put up a
smallbore score of 2356, their
team-high of the season.
Zakrzeski and Buesseler shot
perfect prone scores of 590.
Buesseler’s score marked a
career-high and she became
just the fifth Rebel to reach
the 590 mark in program
history.
Zakrzeski led the Rebels
in air rifle as well, putting up
a score of 598. Horvath was
right behind her with a score
of 597 and Derting reached
her own season-high with a
595.
The Rebels stayed hot
against John Jay College on
Sunday, winning their second
match of the weekend 47354138.

The Rebels fired a score
of 2347 in smallbore. Derting
and Horvath both put up
perfect prone scores in
the competition. Horvath
finished her smallbore outing
with a team-high in the match
of 589 while Derting turned
in her own impressive score
of 588.
In air rifle, the Rebels shot
a total score of 2388. Horvath
fired a perfect score of 600,
the second of her career.
Zakrzeski came just short of
perfect with her score of 599,
a career high for her in air
rifle.
Ole Miss moves to 8-3
overall and keeps their top5 national ranking. Their
next match will take place
PHOTO COURTESY: PETRE THOMAS / OLE MISS ATHLETICS
in Oxford Feb. 12, where
they will welcome in the 0-9 University of Mississippi Riﬂe defeated Army on Jan. 29 and Jan. 30.
Memphis Tigers.

Ole Miss defeats Kansas State
in the SEC/Big 12 Challenge
AIDAN GALLARDO

thedmsports@gmail.com

Ole Miss was able to
secure a bounce-back win
after a disappointing loss to
Arkansas a few days ago as
they defeated Kansas State
67-56.
The game was a part of
the Big 12/SEC Challenge,
and the victory by Ole Miss
gave the SEC the lead in the
series (3-2). KSU had pulled
off some impressive victories
throughout
the
season,
getting wins against No. 13
Texas Tech and Texas. The
Rebels knew that they were in
for a test on their home court.
“We made it a big thing
to our team about the Big12/
SEC Challenge,’’ Ole Miss
Head Coach Kermit Davis
said following the game. “It’s
a prestigious thing and all
eyes in basketball are on this
day between the two leagues.”

Ole Miss was led by
freshman guard Daeshun
Ruffin, who tallied a gamehigh 17 points (6-for-16 FG),
seven rebounds and three
assists. Junior forward Luis
Rodriguez was also able to
contribute in a big way for the
Rebels as he put up 10 points
(3-for-5 FG), a block and a
couple of much-need three
pointers.
Ole Miss realized the
importance of being able to
do a great job in crashing the
boards and it showed as they
out-rebounded KSU 43-33.
“I definitely say it’s been
a point of emphasis coming
into this game,” Ruffin said
when asked about how much
of a focus rebounding was for
this team. “I feel like it helped
us. It helped our bigs take a
break. With battling all these
bigs and guards coming down
and getting the 50-50 balls, it
definitely carries to our win.”
Rodriguez was asked to
switch to the power forward

position coming into this
game after previously playing
as a small forward for the
majority of his career.
“I’m still adjusting to
the four, but I like it a lot,”
Rodriguez said when asked
about playing in a new
position. “It spread our
floor and created lanes for
everybody. Offensively, I
think it creates mismatches.
HG BIGGS / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
I’ve embraced playing the
University of Mississippi guard Daeshun Ruffin reaches to grab a pass
four. I like it.”
The Rebels offense was between two Kansas State players during a game on Jan. 29.
able to create open looks and
knock down shots as they shot
45% from the floor (23-for-51 were able to make it difficult last eight or 10 minutes in the
FG). They were aggressive for KSU to orchestrate any game.”
throughout the game, driving kind of offense, swarming
With this victory, Ole Miss
hard to the basket and trying whoever had the ball in their improves to 11-10 on the year
to draw fouls. Ole Miss was hands.
and are looking to grow their
able to go to the free throw
“Multiple guys played momentum as they travel
line 20 times.
well and we guarded,’” Davis down to Baton Rouge, to head
Aside from making 11 three said about the team’s overall back into SEC play where
pointers (on 36 attempts), performance. “To hold that they are just 2-6 against
KSU’s offense was abysmal. team to 30% was terrific, opponents in the conference.
The Wildcats shot just 30% outrebounded them by 10.
That game will be played
(19-for-63 FG). Give credit I think we just had a lot of on Tuesday at 8 p.m. CST on
to Ole Miss’s defense as they toughness, especially in the SEC Network.

BOOK YOUR NEXT EVENT WITH US!

Swaps
Date Parties
Parents Weekends
Weddings
...and More!
Please Drink Responsibly,
Must be 21 to Enter and Drink

Inquiries: email abby@lamaryard.com
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Bluegrass quartet offers unique
musical collaboration
CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION
The DEADLINE to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
business day in advance. The Daily
Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday.
Classiﬁed ads must be prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
No refunds on classiﬁed ads once
published.
The DM reserves the right to refuse
ads that appear to offer unrealistic
or questionable products or
services.
To place your ad in The Daily
Mississippian Classiﬁeds section,
visit: http://www.thedmonline.com/
classiﬁeds.

HELP WANTED
PART-TIME HELP WANTED

15-20
hrs/wk.
Hours
ﬂexible.
Computer skills a must. Work also
with tools, i.e. saws. No weekend
work. Contact Robert Pryor, The
Trophy Shop 662-236-3726 1533
University Ave

WILL JONES

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

On Friday, Jan. 28, the
Gertrude C. Ford Center
hosted their first event of
the new year, welcoming
American music masters
Sam Bush, Mike Marshall,
Edgar Meyer and special
guest George Meyer for
a
unique
americana/
bluegrass collaboration and
performance.
“Good evening, music
lovers!” said Bush — Grammywinning mandolinist and one
of the modern masters of
the genre — as the quartet
took center stage, garnering
a very enthusiastic round of
applause.
This enthusiasm, from
both the musicians and
the
audience,
remained
consistent from beginning
to end, as the group
performed works from their

CROSSWORD PUZZLE BROUGHT TO YOU BY DOMINO’S

NOW HIRING DRIVERS
at BOTH Oxford locations!
Make $12-$18 an hour!

Apply @ jobs.dominos.com OR in person!
Domino’s East 1920 University 662.236.3844
Domino’s West (Campus Store) 1603 W. Jackson Ave 662.236.3030
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1- Not fem.;
5- Historical chapters;
9- Copycat;
12- Chow chow chow;
13- Nouveau ___;
15- Raines of film;
16- Midday;
17- Pains;
18- Entre ___;
19- Lunatic;
21- Secondary school;
23- At any time;
24- Reverence plus fear;
25- Amorous relationship;
28- Hand clapping;
33- Author Dahl;
34- Gothic-type arch;
35- Queue after Q;
36- Part of i.e.;
37- Stare angrily;
38- Auditory apparatus;
39- PDQ;
41- Netman Nastase;
42- Freight;
44- Man who sells goods;
46- Comes to mind;
47- Tachometer abbr.;
48- Word that can
precede hygiene,
tradition and agreement.;
49- Revel with drinking;

53- Coloring matter;
57- Florence’s river;
58- Lawsuits;
60- Switch back?;
61- Quarter, e.g.;
62- Basic monetary unit
of Denmark;
63- Fit snugly;
64- Mich. neighbor;
65- Org.;
66- Connections;
DOWN
1- “Death in Venice”
author;
2- Baseball family name;
3- Primer pet;
4- Hide;
5- Rubber;
6- Kitchen gadget;
7- Essen exclamation;
8- Queens stadium;
9- Spiny houseplant;
10- Purple fruit;
11- Like pie?;
14- One on the run;
15- Make beloved;
20- Gung-ho;
22- Shoe tool;
25- Regions;
26- Anatomical cavity;
27- Causing death;
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28- From the top;
29- French father;
30- Software buyers;
31- Phase;
32- Continental cash;
34- Spicy stew;
37- Stunt;
40- Individual;
42- Jutting rock;
43- Illness;
45- Pampering place;
46- Out of bed;
48- Unfolds;
49- Texas city;

PHOTO COURTESY: THE GERTRUDE C. FORD CENTER

revolutionary album “Short
Trip Home,” with hits such as
“If I Knew” and “BT,” as well
as classical-era pieces and
original compositions written
specifically for this tour.
The quartet, led by
Grammy-winning
bassist
Edgar
Meyer,
explored
numerous variations, styles
and tones, while providing
brief insights into their own
personal musical histories/
collaborations, in addition to
the history of the bluegrass
genre as a whole.
Musician Bill Monroe
— often described as “The
Father of Bluegrass” —
and the Bluegrass Boys, in
particular, remains one of
the core inspirations for the
artists, with the quartet even
performing various songs
from their catalog during the
show, namely “Tennessee
Blues,” yet their individual
and collective styles remain
utterly distinctive and wholly
infectious, where one cannot
help but tap their feet along
to the rhythms.
The quartet continued

with variations on a number
of their past hits, including
Bush’s “Junior Heywood,”
as well as more experimental
work,
specifically
utilizing the mandolin, a
highly
underappreciated
instrument, to draw upon
Brazilian
musical
styles,
creating a wondrous and
thoughtful
tapestry
of
differing genre influences
through the course of the
performance.
Following
intermission,
the quartet split in half,
with Bush and Marshall
performing together, and
the
Meyer
father/son
duo performing together,
respectively. George Meyer,
only recently having attended
Juilliard for a master’s degree
in violin, fit elegantly within
the ensemble as he begins to
chart his own distinct path in
the musical world.
To conclude the show, the
respective duos coalesced
once more, performing backto-back songs, with a violin
trio beautifully accompanying
and
complimenting

Edgar Meyer’s lead bass
performance.
The event program read:
“Collaborations are a central
part of Mr. Meyer’s work.”
The famed musician has
performed with the likes of
Yo-Yo Ma, Mark O’Connor
and Jerry Douglas, to name
a few. Yet, this collaboration
feels particularly sweet and
particularly unique.
As the quartet played their
final notes, the audience
could not have had a more
positive response, with a
standing ovation throughout
the auditorium,
This rapturous response
prompted the group back on
stage once more, concluding
with
an
interactive
encore, with the audience
passionately clapping along
with every note.
The
Bush/Marshall/
Meyer/Meyer
tour
will
continue until February.
More information on the tour
and the respective musicians’
illustrious careers can be
found on the Gertrude C.
Ford Center website.

50- “East of Eden”
brother;
51- Bad mood;
52- Pasternak heroine;
54- ... ___ saw Elba;
55- Centrepiece of the
human face;

SUDOKU©
HOW TO PLAY

56- Small fry;
59- Message in a bottle?;

Complete the grid so
that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats.
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Crossword puzzle provided by BestCrosswords.com (www.bestcrosswords.com). Used with permission.
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OPINION
Mass censorship shows our leaders’ cowardice
KATHERINE BROTEN

thedmopinion@gmail.com

“America seems filled
with violent people who like
causing people pain but hate
when those people tell them
that pain hurts.”
Kiese Laymon is perhaps
the
most
prolific
and
controversial professor to
have ever led a classroom at
the University of Mississippi.
Though he has recently left
UM for Rice University, the
talent, passion, forgiveness
and fury behind his words
and guiding his curriculum
continue to send waves
throughout our community.
Now, his works are part of a
deluge of book bannings and
censorship sweeping through
America’s schools. From
Wentzville,
Missouri,
to
Goddard, Kansas, Laymon’s
searing Mississippi memoir
“Heavy” is being removed
from school libraries for
“inappropriate content” and

“offensive language.”
These
immensely
regrettable acts of censorship
occurred just days before
the Mississippi Free Press
reported that Ridgeland,
Mississippi, Mayor Gene
McGee
is
withholding
$110,000 of public funding
from the Madison County
Library System until they
remove “LGBTQ+ materials”
from
their
collection.
Johnson claims that so-called
“homosexual
materials”
offend
his
religious
beliefs and should be thus
inaccessible to the citizens
of Madison County. Most
recently, a Tennessee school
district
banned
“Maus,”
a comic book about the
Holocaust on International
Holocaust
Remembrance
Day.
Whether the excuse is
objectionable language or
theological doctrine, the
true reasoning behind recent
censorship efforts remains
the same. Certainly, school

board members are not
offended by all curse words
in daily life, as they would
be hard-pressed to find
any media completely free
of foul language. The real
discomfort lies not within
the words being used in
“Heavy,” but in the meaning
behind them. Books like
“Heavy” and “Maus,” or
those written about the
LGBTQ+ experience, force
us to confront present and
historical injustice. It is
impossible to read “Heavy”
without
recognizing
the
great harm white supremacy
and all of its manifestations
have wreaked on the people
of
Mississippi.
Anyone
who comes away from
the
memoir
less
than
incensed has fundamentally
misunderstood
Laymon’s
message.
“Heavy” forces us to look
right at the hard realities
of growing up Black in
Mississippi.
When
these
school boards took it off the

shelf, they clearly stated that
they would rather protect
children from unpleasant
media rather than unpleasant
experiences.
How
much
easier our lives become, how
much more complacent we
can be when inequity and
violence are out of sight and
mind. These book bannings
in
Missouri,
Kansas,
Tennessee and Mississippi
constitute a siphoning off of
class, of race, of any form of
difference from our national
discourse. It was never about
the curse words or the “sexual
content.” It was always about
placating white America or
straight America or any other
majority that refuses to take
responsibility for the pain it
has caused to marginalized
groups. In the case of
“Heavy,” it is the intersection
of the prioritization of white
feelings above education
and an inability to grapple
with any media that does
not place white people as its
primary audience. Beyond

the symbolism, it is simply
depriving children of access
to extraordinary literature.
Mayor McGee may claim
that his unconstitutional acts
are an expression of his faith,
but they are in reality a show
of cowardice. McGee and
members of school boards
from Kansas to Tennessee
know that literature forces
us to confront the problems
in our communities with the
radical honesty that Laymon
so
often
writes
about.
This confrontation can be
uncomfortable, it can be
awkward, it can be painful,
it can even be heavy; but it is
always necessary.

Katherine Broten is a
junior majoring in economics
and public policy leadership
from
Farmington,
New
Mexico.

CRT legislation only erases Mississippi’s racist past
BRILEY RAKOW

thedmopinion@gmail.com

The Mississippi Senate
passed a bill on Friday, Jan. 21
that would ban schools from
teaching critical race theory.
Not all senators were a part
of the vote, however, as all
Black lawmakers walked out
in protest of the bill before
voting began. Considering
critical race theory deals
directly with the inequality of
race in America, the fact that
only white senators voted
to pass it speaks volumes as
to the nature of the issue.
The bill is just one of many
similar bills that have been
passed in Republican-led
states such as Arkansas
and Tennessee. As the
superintendent of education
has said that critical race
theory is not being taught in
Mississippi schools and there
is no compelling evidence to
the contrary, the question is
this: what’s the point?
Critical race theory is
typically defined as “an
academic framework that
examines how racism has
shaped public policy and

institutions such as the legal
system, and how those have
perpetuated the dominance
of white people in society.”
Though the bill in question
is titled “Critical Race
Theory,”
this
definition
and any other are absent
from its main text. The bill
instead says that no school
could teach that any “sex,
race, ethnicity, religion or
national origin is inherently
superior or inferior.” By
using the title of critical race
theory and then going on
to say it is wrong to teach
anyone is inherently superior
or inferior, lawmakers are
likening the teaching of
racism in Mississippi to
teaching students that there
are differences in the value of
different races.
Black
lawmakers
have
claimed
that
the
bill is unnecessary, with
Democratic
Sen.
David
Jordan of Greenwood saying
that all people are created
equal, and children should
be taught “the good, the bad
and the ugly about what has
gone on.” Jordan also said
he believed the bill would

do more harm than good.
If Black senators, who have
been impacted by racism
themselves, do not believe
the bill is necessary, the
motives of the Republicans
leading the charge against
critical race theory come into
question. Considering the
bill came into prominence
directly following the rise
of the Black Lives Matter
movement, it feels like
the true goal of the law is
to further silence African
American stories and the
history of white supremacy
in the American South.
If passed, Mississippi will
become the 10th state to enact
legislation banning critical
race theory being taught in
schools, despite there being
no evidence that curriculum
includes any discussion of
the topic. These laws follow
former President Donald
Trump’s repeated critiques
of critical race theory,
claiming that teaching the
topic in schools borders
on “psychological abuse.”
Trump uses the term critical
race theory to describe any
instance of teaching the

history of systemic racism
in the United States and
even signed an act before
leaving office that promoted
“patriotic
education”
by
downplaying the role of
slavery in U.S. history.
There is no proof of
critical race theory being
widely taught in Mississippi
schools, or any other state
for that matter, so the bill
is looking to police an issue
that does not exist. Not only
is this legislation a waste
of congressional time and
resources, but also a clear
attempt by the Mississippi
government to make it more
difficult for schools to teach
children about the racist
past of the state. Attempts

to
remove
curriculum
surrounding historical issues
like slavery and Jim Crow
leave openings for America’s
racist past to repeat itself.
Despite the public statements
of good intent, the critical
race theory bill is a perfect
example of using government
resources
to
underplay
the effects of racism in
Mississippi and put up
educational barriers against
problems that do not exist.

Briley
Rakow
is
a
sophomore
majoring
in
integrated marketing and
communications
from
Lemont, Illinois.
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